
How Outdoor Research 
Relies on Search Traffic to 

Drive Website Visits

Sporting Goods & Outdoor



Outdoor Research (OR) is an activewear brand with a high-volume traffic website that 
attracts ~428K visitors per month. 
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52% of OR’s traffic is driven by search, where 45% comes from organic sources and 7% is 
paid. Traffic driven by organic search has been on the rise and OR has seen a monthly 
average of 94K visits from organic search alone. 
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While branded keywords are responsible for 69% of organic search visits, non-branded 
traffic has been recently on the rise (35% in Jul. 2021 vs. 31% in Jan. 2021)
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Organic Research maintains an 
ever-green blog section, where the 
brand shares impactful stories of 
solo adventurers, company news 
and tips about outdoor life. 

The brand invests in editorial 
content to strengthen the brand 
attribute of a credible and 
authentic outdoor company. At the 
same time, continuous content 
production helps strengthen 
domain authority, improve SEO 
ranking and drive new relevant 
traffic to the site.

Place your screenshot here



OR writes blog posts relevant to the outdoor audience. Company’s most popular articles fall in the education 
category. The article about washing a down jacket has been the most visited blog post in Outdoor Research’s blog. 
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Top Blog Posts by Organic Search Traffic 

https://www.outdoorresearch.com/blog/how-to-wash-your-down-jacket
https://www.outdoorresearch.com/blog/how-to-wash-your-down-jacket
http://outdoorresearch.com/blog/20-survival-movies-to-get-you-through-the-winter-to-come
http://outdoorresearch.com/blog/10-tips-for-making-rainy-backpacking-way-better
http://outdoorresearch.com/blog/how-to-hike-and-backpack-in-the-heat
http://outdoorresearch.com/blog/what-to-wear-to-hike-a-14er


In addition to SEO-powered articles, 
Outdoor Research produces 
editorial-style content. The brand 
writes about prominent athletes and 
highlights some brand-led social 
initiatives. 

No matter what the topic is, 
Outdoor Research leverages a 
magazine-like page layout and 
artistically touched-up visuals. All 
together, OR’s blog effectively 
delivers on two objectives:

1. Strengthen OR’s brand 
personality

2. Support SEO efforts

https://www.outdoorresearch.com/blog/sean-baileys-obsession-pays-off


Outdoor Research also makes 
sure its product detail pages are 
keyword-rich.

The company adds a brief product 
description underneath the title, 
which is typical for many 
ecommerce websites. In addition, 
OR provides lengthy product 
descriptions elaborating on item 
features. Such descriptions are 
usually ~200-300 words in length 
and help search engines serve the 
product for relevant searches.

https://www.outdoorresearch.com/us/mens-ferrosi-convertible-pants-269174?search_result=1


Combined, all articles collected in the Stories section have driven ~11% of OR’s total 
inbound search traffic.
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https://www.outdoorresearch.com/blog


When it comes to paid advertising, since January 2020 Outdoor Research invested twice as 
much in paid search than in all other digital advertising channels combined.  

Paid Search Desktop Display Desktop Video Mobile Display
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$44K
$27K $21K

Digital Ad Spend by Channel
(Jan. ‘20 – Jul. ‘21)
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Outdoor Research publishes more product than text search ads. Since January 2020, the 
brand ran 2,865 product ad variations and only 1,451 text ads. 

63%
(2,865)

34%
(1,451)

Text Ads Product Ads

Split of Text and Product Ads
Ran Between Jan. ‘20 – Jul. ‘21 



OR sets a very wide targeting for its product ads. Some product ads are set up to capture 
traffic for up to a hundred different keywords ranging from descriptive titles to 
need-based and competitors searches.

outdoor research mask best mask for long flights 

best face maks that don't stick to your face when you breathe

outdoor research adrenaline face mask facemask for people with big heads

work out masks for large face most comfortable sport mask

Selected product ad  keywords:

Selected product ad keywords:

sweat wicking moisture wicking hoodie men's

best hiking sunshirt hoodie

arc'teryx sun hoody

men's echo hoodie

best hiking sunshirt hoodie

best hiking sunshirt hoodie

micro grid fleece hoodie

https://pro.similarweb.com/#/marketing/keyword/search/840//outdoor%20research%20mask/overview?webSource=Desktop&mtd=false
https://pro.similarweb.com/#/marketing/keyword/search/840//best%20mask%20for%20long%20flights%20that%20won't%20fog%20glasses%20with%20the%20least%20material/overview?webSource=Desktop&mtd=false
https://pro.similarweb.com/#/marketing/keyword/search/840//best%20face%20maks%20that%20don't%20stick%20to%20your%20face%20when%20you%20breathe/overview?webSource=Desktop&mtd=false
https://pro.similarweb.com/#/marketing/keyword/search/840//outdoor%20research%20adrenaline%20face%20mask/overview?webSource=Desktop&mtd=false
https://pro.similarweb.com/#/marketing/keyword/search/840//facemask%20for%20people%20with%20big%20heads/overview?webSource=Desktop&mtd=false
https://pro.similarweb.com/#/marketing/keyword/search/840//work%20out%20masks%20for%20large%20face/overview?webSource=Desktop&mtd=false
https://pro.similarweb.com/#/marketing/keyword/search/840//most%20comfortable%20sport%20mask/overview?webSource=Desktop&mtd=false
https://pro.similarweb.com/#/marketing/keyword/search/840//sweat%20wicking%20moisture%20wicking%20hoodie%20men's/overview?webSource=Desktop&mtd=false
https://pro.similarweb.com/#/marketing/keyword/search/840//best%20hiking%20sunshirt%20hoodie/overview?webSource=Desktop&mtd=false
https://pro.similarweb.com/#/marketing/keyword/search/840//arc'teryx%20sun%20hoody/overview?webSource=Desktop&mtd=false
https://pro.similarweb.com/#/marketing/keyword/search/840//men's%20echo%20hoodie/overview?webSource=Desktop&mtd=false
https://pro.similarweb.com/#/marketing/keyword/search/840//best%20hiking%20sunshirt%20hoodie/overview?webSource=Desktop&mtd=false
https://pro.similarweb.com/#/marketing/keyword/search/840//best%20hiking%20sunshirt%20hoodie/overview?webSource=Desktop&mtd=false
https://pro.similarweb.com/#/marketing/keyword/search/840//micro%20grid%20fleece%20hoodie/overview?webSource=Desktop&mtd=false


The brand runs text ads with a much smaller set of keywords, some ads go live only with 
one or two target keyword variations.

dinner recipes for backpacking

backpacking lunch ideas

backpacking meal ideas

Text ad keywords:

outdoor research hats

+outdoor +research +hats

Text ad keywords:

https://pro.similarweb.com/#/marketing/keyword/search/840//dinner%20recipes%20for%20backpacking/overview?webSource=Desktop&mtd=false
https://pro.similarweb.com/#/marketing/keyword/search/840//ackpacking%20lunch%20ideas/overview?webSource=Desktop&mtd=false
https://pro.similarweb.com/#/marketing/keyword/search/840//backbacking%20meal%20ideas/overview?webSource=Desktop&mtd=false
https://pro.similarweb.com/#/marketing/keyword/search/840//%5Boutdoor%20research%20hats%5D/overview?webSource=Desktop&mtd=false
https://pro.similarweb.com/#/marketing/keyword/search/840//%2Boutdoor%20%2Bresearch%20%2Bhats/overview?webSource=Desktop&mtd=false


Key Takeaways

Outdoor Research is a US brand that produces outdoor activewear. The brand has a compelling founding story and continues to win the 
hearts of new customers. The company invests in maintaining an evergreen blog section on its website that helps attract relevant search 
traffic, run tailored paid ads campaigns and manifest a brand story. 

Organic Search — Mix of Editorial and SEO-Friendly Content: Outdoor Research (OR) invests in an evergreen Blog on its website. The 
company mixes keyword-rich SEO-friendly content with editorial-style articles. OR’s blog helps the brand uplift an image of an authentic 
company that deeply understands the outdoor domain and attract relevant organic search traffic.  

Paid Search — Focus on Search Product Ads: Outdoor Research invested twice as much advertising dollars in paid search than in all other 
digital channels combined. The brand prefers search product ads over text — between January 2020 and July 2021, 69% of all search ads were 
product. When it comes to text ads, Outdoor Research leverages its extensive Blog section to widen its search targeting. The company runs 
ads that capture traffic looking for “backpacking meal ideas” and “best outdoor movies” and directs these visitors to its blog.


